Convenient, central IT management

Centralized, remote management make it easy to change settings, set policy and make updates.

Convenient Mobile Device Management (MDM) tools
- Surface Hub supports Microsoft Intune, Microsoft SCCM, as well as third-party Mobile Device Management (MDM) tools.
- These MDMs facilitate updates, settings/policy management, deployment of Windows 10 Universal apps and monitoring.

Easy updates
- Making updates is simple using the familiar Windows Update and Windows Server Update Service.
- Set automatic updates so the Surface Hub stays current without any interruption to the user.

Centrally controlled settings management
- Settings are controlled centrally through MDMs for easy deployment and administration of Surface Hub devices across the enterprise.
- IT can also target subgroups of Surface Hubs for changes and updates to settings.

Direct administration flexibility
Admins with credentials manage the device directly through Surface Hub Windows 10 settings.

Seamless app management
IT pros can shop for apps in the Windows 10 Universal Store and pull them into their own Company App Store—alongside internally developed apps—and remotely deploy them all via MDM to Surface Hub.
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